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• On Collisions ( x = cj for some j) the potential V = +∞
Configuration space χ = R2 \

�
j cj=R2
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ẍ = −
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• A no-collision T -periodic solution is
x : R → χ such that x(t+ T ) = x(t) and
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Periodic solutions

N=1   Kepler problem
Periodic solutions are ellipses

c1

N=2   Integrable system

N>2  Non integrable system
Non-integrability    - Bolotin, Knauf Taimanov
Scattering              - Klein, Knauf
Chaotic dynamics   - Bolotin, Negrini, Dimare
Periodic solution    - Castelli, Soave,Terracini

c2
c1

c3
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c5
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Periodic solutions

Castelli R. [Ph.D thesis]

N centers on a line or in symmetric configuration

Existence of periodic solutions for a 
prescribed sequences of crossing of 

the axis of symmetry

Soave-Terracini [DCDS 2012]

N-center in the plane. Minimizers in classes that separates the centers

Minimization over union of homotopy classes of paths 
whose winding number w.r.t the centers have  the same 

parity 

Q: How far is it possible to weaken the 
conditions?
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Results

Given N ≥ 3 centers at any position and T > 0

there exist infinitely many no-collision T -periodic solutions
of the N -center problem with a prescribed topological property
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Method:  Variational technique   with   topological arguments 

• Minimizing the Action functional on suitable subspaces of H1
T

• Obstacle Problem and Levi-Civita regularization

• Defining the Admissible classes as elements of π1(R2
C)

Results

Given N ≥ 3 centers at any position and T > 0

there exist infinitely many no-collision T -periodic solutions
of the N -center problem with a prescribed topological property
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Admissible Classes
The admissible classes are sets of closed paths within which the non 

collision periodic solutions of the N-center problem are proved to exist.

For the introduction of the Admissible classes we need some definitions:  

Let γ = γ(t) a closed curve in R2
C , t ∈ [0, T ]

γ has a self-intersection at the point P if ∃ a �= b s.t γ(a) = γ(b)
if γ(a) = γ(b), denote with loop the restriction γ|[a,b]

γ has a singular mono-gon if there is a sub-arc α ⊂ [0, T ] such that γ identifies
the endpoints of α and γ|α defines a null-homotopic loop on R2

C . We say
that γ has a singular bi-gon if if there are disjoint sub-arcs α and β of
[0, T ] such that γ identifies the endpoints of α and β and γ|(α∪β) defines a
null-homotopic loop on R2

C .
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i.e. γ has not excess self-intersections

1. Π = π1(R2
C) the fundamental group of the punctured plane

Π � [γ] = { paths in R2
C homotopic to γ}

2. Int(γ)= number of self intersections of γ
i([γ]) = min{Int(γ), γ ∈ [γ]} Min # of s.e. in the homotopy class

Admissible Classes

Taut
Taut

No Taut
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Let f be a general position loop on an orientable surface F. If f
has excess self-int

Let γ be a general position loop on an orientable surface F.
If γ has excess self-intersection, then γ has a singular mono-gon or bi-gon.
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Theorem [Hass-Scott 85]

Let f be a general position loop on an orientable surface F. If f
has excess self-int

Let γ be a general position loop on an orientable surface F.
If γ has excess self-intersection, then γ has a singular mono-gon or bi-gon.

J, Hass, P. Scott , Intersections of curves on surfaces, Israel Jour. of Math. (51), 1985

Theorem [Hass-Scott 94]
Let γ0 and γ1 be homotopic curves in general position on a surface,
each minimizing the number of double points in their common
homotopy class. Then there is a homotopy s, from γ0 to γ1, such that s,
is self-transverse for all t and the number of double points of s, is constant.

J, Hass, P. Scott , Shortening curves on surfaces, Topology. (33), 1994

Two important theorems
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Definition of Admissible Classes

Let [γ] ∈ π1(R2
C) and let γ̃ ∈ [γ] be a path that minimizes the

number of self intersections. The class [γ] is said Admissible if:

i) there exist at least 3 centers cj1 , cj2 , cj3 so that γ̃ is not
null-homotopic in R2 \ {cjk}, k = 1, 2, 3

ii) for any loop l of γ̃ there exist at least two centers cj1 , cj2
such that l is not null-homotopic both in R2 \ {cj1} and in R2 \ {cj2}.



Admissible Classes

Definition of Admissible Classes

Let [γ] ∈ π1(R2
C) and let γ̃ ∈ [γ] be a path that minimizes the

number of self intersections. The class [γ] is said Admissible if:

i) there exist at least 3 centers cj1 , cj2 , cj3 so that γ̃ is not
null-homotopic in R2 \ {cjk}, k = 1, 2, 3

ii) for any loop l of γ̃ there exist at least two centers cj1 , cj2
such that l is not null-homotopic both in R2 \ {cj1} and in R2 \ {cj2}.

Remark
The definition is well posed in the sense that it does not depend on the 
choice of the path with the property of minimizing the self-intersection 
number
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Let N ≥ 3 and let be C = {cj1 , . . . , cjN }, cji ∈ R2 any set of centers.
For any T > 0 there exists at least one non-collision T -periodic
solution for the N -center problem in any Admissible class [γ] ∈ π1(R2

C).

Theorem

Example N=3 one time around 3 centers

   h times around other 2 centers .....k times around 2 centers  p times around others 2 .......
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Prescribe the behavior - Symbolic dynamics
Given N centers, how is it possible to prescribe a priori a class so that it 

results to be admissible?

If d(wj , wj+1) ≥ 2, then the class [γ] is Admissible.
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Suppose the centers are vertices of a polygon

Let L = (l1, l2, l3....) be the set of edges with an ordering

d(lj , lk) = min((j − k) mod N, (k − j) mod N)
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Prescribe the behavior - Symbolic dynamics

W = l1l3l6l3

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

l6

l5

l4l3

l2

l1

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

l6

l5

l4l3

l2

l1

W = l3l1l4l6l3l5l2l4l1l5

Remark: If one prescribes the directions the path has to follow
between the outgoing edges lj and the next ingoing edge, then the
condition d(wj , wj+1) ≥ 2 can be weakened.
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Prescribe the behavior - Further extension

Suppose the N centers are placed anywhere on the plane

l1

l2

l3

Chose a point of the plane and project 
the centers on a circle

Define the polygonal and label the 
edges

Project back the polygonal 



Sketch of the proof
Let [γ] be an admissible class and T > 0.
Consider

Λ = {x ∈ H
1
T , x ∈ [γ]}

and
Λ̂ = Λ ∪ Coll

Action functional

A(x) =

� T
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2 + V (x) dt

A achieves the minimum on Λ̂, but the minimum could have collissions.



Sketch of the proof
Let [γ] be an admissible class and T > 0.
Consider

Λ = {x ∈ H
1
T , x ∈ [γ]}

and
Λ̂ = Λ ∪ Coll

Action functional

A(x) =

� T

0

1
2 |ẋ|

2 + V (x) dt

A achieves the minimum on Λ̂, but the minimum could have collissions.

Lemma
If the minimizer u(t) has not collisions then u(t) is taut.

Proof: The path u(t) has not self tangencies. If u(t) is not taut then it has
al least one mono-gon or bi-gon. It is possible to define ũ(t) so that ũ ∈ [γ],
A(ũ) = A(u) but ũ not C1
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Sketch of the proof
Let ū the minimizer for A and suppose ū has collisions.

1 The collision instants are isolated and of finite number.

2 The inertia functions Ij(t) = |ū(t)− cj |2 are strictly convex in sufficiently
small neighborhood of cj .

Lemma

Construct ball Bj of radius R around the centers where the collisions occur
so that R < 1

2 mini,j d(ci, cj) and Ij(t) is convex

ai = max{t < ti : |ū(t)− cji | = R}
bi = min {t > ti : |ū(t)− cji | = R}

p̄i1 = ū(ai) p̄i2 = ū(bi)

TC = {t1 < t2 < · · · < tm ∈ [0, T ] : ū(ti) ∈ C}

p̄i2

∆Ti = [ai, bi]

ū(ti)

p̄i1
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Method: Obstacle Problem

S. Terracini and A. Venturelli,
Symmetric trajectories for the 2N-body problem with 
equal masses, Arch. Ration. Mech. Anal., 184 (2007), 
465-493

R. Castelli, On the Variational Approach to the One and N-Centre Problem with Weak Forces,  Ph.D Thesis, 2009

N. Soave and S.  Terracini, Symbolic dynamics for the N-center problem at negative energies, DCDS, 32, (2012)
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Method: Obstacle Problem

S. Terracini and A. Venturelli,
Symmetric trajectories for the 2N-body problem with 
equal masses, Arch. Ration. Mech. Anal., 184 (2007), 
465-493

R. Castelli, On the Variational Approach to the One and N-Centre Problem with Weak Forces,  Ph.D Thesis, 2009

N. Soave and S.  Terracini, Symbolic dynamics for the N-center problem at negative energies, DCDS, 32, (2012)

ū
R

εn
vin

It consists in minimizing the functional on 
subsets of curves with  a topological 

constraints around the singularity 
and then let the constraints to vanish and 

study the minimizing sequence



Sketch of the proof
Simultaneous obstacles

ū(ti)

p̄i1 p̄i2

Ki = {v : ∆Ti → Bi \ cji , v(ai) = p̄i1, v(bi) = p̄i2} K = K1×K2× · · ·×Km

A =
�m

i=1

� bi
ai

L(v̇i, vi)dt

d(ε) = min{A(v), v ∈ K,min |vi − cji | = ε}

Lemma The function d(ε) is continuos in ε = 0.

Denote by v̄ = (v̄1, v̄2, . . . , v̄m) where v̄i = ū[ai, bi] ⇒ A(v̄) = d(0).



Sketch of the proof

Under the assumption that ū has collisions, taking the limit for ε → 0 of
the obstacle it can be proved the existence of a sequence of minimizers vn =
(v1,n, . . . , vm,n) so that

ū#vn → ulim and A(ulim) = A(ū)

(ulim could be different from ū)

ū vi,n
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The central point is to prove that the paths vin are simple.
Remark
• In principle the minimizers could have self-intersections.
• The minimizers vin could go around the obstacle

Lemma
There exists a collection of simple paths ũi : ∆Ti → Bi so that
ū# ũi is in Λ.

ū

ũ1
ũ2
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ū# vin is not in the admissible class [γ].
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•The path ū does not have any mono-gon or bi-gon in T \
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Sketch of the proof

• Suppose vin has a self tangency, i.e. it turns more than one time around
the obstacle

Perform an homotopy rel. to the boundary of vin
so that φ(vin) only have transversal self intersections

and it is taut. ([Hass-Scott 94] )

That defines a loop around the center
so there exists at least one mono-gon or bi-gon.

As before it is possible to define a not C1

reparametrization of vin in the same homotopy class
and with the same action. Contradiction.

Conclusion: the minimization in an Admissible Class prevents the occurrence of 
loops around one of the centers.



Thank you


